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Ultrasonic sensing techniques are widely used in the various 
scientific ultrasonic instruments using sophisticated software 

for various non-destructive industrial and medical applications, 
owing to its propagation in all kinds of medium including solids, 
liquids and gases except vacuum. There are many applications 
using ultrasonic sound in air, such as distance measurement and 
range imaging etc. at low cost. However, the main disadvantage 
is its short measurable range due to the large absorption of 
the ultrasonic sound in air. Another disadvantage is its bigger 
size. It consists of an array receiver and due to the large inter-
element spacing, grating lobes appears that creates ghost images 
of the object. Therefore, it was the main difficulty to make it a 
practical product. However, because of a recent progress of 
Micro Electro Mechanical Systems (MEMS) technologies, it 
became possible to make a very small microphone array with 
many elements in a very small area. To extend the measurable 
range, some approaches were reported such as; high power 
sound source using spark discharge, using large scale transmitter 
elements and improving the signal to noise ratio (SNR) through 
pulse compression technique etc. In this paper, I have proposed 
a usage of high power ultrasonic phased array transmitter and 
ultrasonic array receiver using MEMS microphones for a long-
range ultrasonic imaging system. The characteristics of the 
transmitter on the number of elements, modulated pulse width, 
etc. are investigated theoretically as well as experimentally. An 
ultrasonic array transmitter consisting of 144 (12 × 12) elements 
is constructed. It is controlled by four FPGAs and approximately 
30 dB higher sound pressure level has been obtained than 

that of the single transmitter. The positions of the object are 
measured by delay-and-sum operations on the reflected received 
signal. The performance of the imaging system is compared 
with the system using a single transmitter. The improved 3D 
measurement field of an object by controlling the divergence of 
the ultrasonic transmitting array to improve the view angle of 
the system is shown. In isotropic divergence controlled system, 
the applied divergence is equal in both; x and y planes. In some 
applications a wide horizontal and narrow vertical measuring 
field is required. Therefore, I proposed an anisotropic divergence 
control system in which horizontal and the vertical divergence 
angles can be controlled independently. I described the principle 
of the anisotropic divergence control of the PAT and confirm it 
by numerical simulations. The anisotropic divergence of the 
transmitter was successfully controlled. Although, the sound 
pressure when the divergence was controlled 20o × 5o was 
about 6 dB lower than that of the PAT in phase and, 10 dB higher 
than the isotropic divergence controlled system and 26 dB higher 
than the single transmitter. The measurable range of the system 
with anisotropic divergence control has been improved over 
the isotropic divergence control by >2 m. The developed system 
can accurately detect the object while locating it at different 
positions. The maximum measurable range is > 25 m without 
any divergence. The developed system is useful in natural 
interferences e.g., smoke, fog, darkness etc. to make it a unique 
and novel ultrasonic long range imaging and the measurement 
system.
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